ePlus Inventory Solutions is a cloud-based inventory management program, which provides realtime inventory visibility to our customers’ on-hand inventory and usage levels. Inventory is tracked on minimum/maximum levels and is automatically replenished when an item is consumed and hits its minimum level.

**BENEFITS**

**Custom Reporting**
- Real-time item transaction and usage reports
- Custom shelf life reporting on expiration dates

**Inventory Cost Savings**
- Help target Days Inventory On Hand (DIOH) goals
- Reduction in scrap through adjustable min/max levels

**Shelf Life Visibility**
- Shelf life tracking, lot level detail, and expiration visibility through the items entire life cycle
- First-In First-Out (FIFO) enforced through automated alerts and reporting

**Process Cost Savings**
- Automated re-ordering and PO consolidation
- Reduction in procurement time to receive material

**Reduce Stock Outages & Expedites**
- Inventory visibility at all times including multi-site visibility enabling easy inventory transfers
- Fewer expedites through proactive adjustments in inventory levels

**Transportation Savings**
- Flexible replenishment schedules allow for consolidated shipments
- Reduction of expedited shipments through inventory visibility and planning
The ePlus inventory program offers various solutions to help you stay organized, reduce ordering, consolidate shipments, generate custom reports, and improve product traceability. We will help you with implementing the best solution for your inventory needs.

**PULL TAG / SCANNER**
- Simple labeling system
- Scan immediately or end of day
- Perfect for all product sizes

**RFID CABINET**
- Great for point-of-use
- Grab one or multiple items
- Badge access available
- Flam-rated version coming soon

**RFID GATEWAY**
- Auto transaction option for rooms, cages, or point-of-use locations
- Works well with flammable or refrigerated products
- Perfect for all product sizes & types

**FIELD INVENTORY SPECIALIST (FIS)**
- Personal stock liaison
- Educated in ePlus software & equipment
“Since our implementation we have not experienced a single stock out and our waste stream has been reduced by 65 percent.” -Parker Aerospace, GA

“Ellsworth Adhesives has been able to manage our items with few shelf life scraps and they've kept us out of line-down situations. We're confident in the ePlus system because we can get timely information on what is in stock and what is in the incoming supply chain. Their system also allows lets us see real-time information regarding actual shelf life of stock on hand, which is critical in our industry.” -Leach International, CA

“We have been able to completely eliminate our prior manual process of managing inventory – this has saved us a considerable amount of time. As a result, we have experienced a dramatic improvement in our inventory management and a significant reduction in manual purchase order generation. Furthermore, the Ellsworth Adhesives’ ePlus program has given our tool crib attendants additional free time to work on more value-added processes.” -Plexus Corporation, WI
WE ARE ELLSWORTH ADHESIVES

With 70+ experienced Engineering Sales Representatives in North America and 200+ globally, Ellsworth Adhesives has the knowledge to provide complete specialty chemical solutions across multiple industries.
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